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Applying the study of language to language disorders

I From the website of the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association:

I Between 6 and 8 million people in the US have some form of
language impairment.

I About 1 million people in the US have aphasia (loss of
language following stroke/brain injury).

I More than 3 million Americans stutter.

I Roughly 9% of preschool and school-aged children have a
disorder of speech sound production.
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What does a speech-language pathologist do?

I In the school setting:

I Diagnosis and treatment of children with

I Speech production problems
I Delayed/disordered language development
I Dyslexia
I Autism Spectrum Disorder
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What does a speech-language pathologist do?

I In the hospital setting:

I Evaluation and treatment of
language and cognitive
impairment in individuals
with aphasia or traumatic
brain injury

I Evaluation and management
of dysphagia (swallowing
disorders)
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What does a speech-language pathologist do?

I Accent modification

I Diagnosis and management
of voice disorders
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Where does tech fit in?

I The intersection of technology and health is an area of
tremendous growth in research and industry.

I Need innovative practices to address communication disorders
like autism, reading disability, language loss due to stroke.
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Byun Lab research

I If children or adults want to
change the way they speak,
how can we help them make
a rapid and lasting change?

I Measure how speakers learn
under different practice
conditions.

I Focus is on how speech
changes when the learner
receives enhanced
feedback (acoustic,
ultrasound).
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Acoustic biofeedback intervention
I Certain sound contrasts are signaled by different patterns of

formants (resonant frequencies of the vocal tract).

I Display real-time LPC spectrum of speech.
I Compare to template representing correct production.
I The learner modifies his/her output in an effort to make the

formants line up with the target.

Figure 1: Biofeedback video
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Acoustic biofeedback intervention

biofeedback.png
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Ultrasound biofeedback intervention
I Ultrasound imaging for speech

I Ultrasound biofeedback intervention: Show learner a model of
a correct tongue shape for target sound (e.g. /ô/).

I Learner views shape and movements of own tongue in
real-time; attempts to match the model shape.

Figure 2: Ultrasound tongue imaging (Bernhardt, Gick, Bacsfalvi, &
Ashdown, 2003)
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Ultrasound biofeedback intervention

biofeedback.png
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Identified need

I CSL software costs $2K ($5K with hardware)out of reach for
most SLPs.

I Need a free, user-friendly app to be used by SLPs in
school/clinic setting and by patients for home practice.

I What do we get out of it?

I Data, papers, real-world impact...
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App development project

Initial team

I Mario Svirsky, professor/vice chair
of research, NYU Langone Dept.
of Otolaryngology

I Tae Hong Park, associate professor,
Music Technology program

I Jon Forsyth, PhD candidate in
Music Technology

I Heather Campbell, PhD candidate
in CSD

I Wendy Liang, MS candidate in
CSD

ABILITY Lab

I Tim Sanders

I Helen Carey

I Dalit Shalom

I Eddie Chen

I Hsuan Chang
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Steps in the process

I Develop core acoustic
functionality (real-time LPC
with peak detection)

I Add ability to set an
acoustic target

I Program user interface
I Develop user modules

I Introduction
I Structured practice
I Performance tracking

I Automated scoring
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Current status
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Next steps

I Planned pilot testing:

I Usability interviews with previous participants in lab-based
study

I SLP focus group

I Planned efficacy study:

I Recruit up to 12 SLPs who will agree to replace typical
intervention with our app for 8 weeks

I Probe /r/ accuracy before, during, after treatment
I 10% of session records checked for fidelity to protocol
I Compare effect sizes of app-based versus lab-based treatment
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Thank you!

Questions?

tara.byun@nyu.edu
@ByunLab
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